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77. On Ranked Linear Spaces. II
By Teruko TSUDA
(Communicated by Shokichi IYANAGA, M.

J.

A., June 11, 1981)

We shall explain in this note in detail the completion of the ranked
linear spaces defined in I, as mentioned in I, 1. The references here
are the same as those in I *.
5. Completion of ranked linear spaces. Definition. Let
be a separated ranked linear space and (E,
a
(E,
complete ranked linear space. (E,
is sid to be a completion
of (E,
Fn) if (E,
F)n) is equivalent to a ranked linear subspace of (E,
which is dense in (/,
’,n/"
We shall now construct a completion of given separated ranked
linear space (E,
).
Let us denote by M’ the amily o canonical :fundamental sequences
in (E,
). We introduce in M’ an equivalence relation p defined
as ollows
For u, v e M’, upv iff there exists a w e M’ satisfying u-<w and
v :w. (This is the same equivalence relation as that used in [7] and
[9].) Remark .that or two u= {p + U} and v {q + V} in M’ it holds
that upv iff {p-qi}-0.
Then we have
Lemma 1. If
for u, veM’, then upv. (Here
means (p+U)(q+V): for all i where u={p+U} and

.
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,, ,, . .,
,,
,,

uvev

., ..

.

., .

uvev

Furthermore,
Lemma 2. For any u={pi/ U), v={q+V} in M’ andany scalar
0, there exist w and w’ in M’ such that u+v-4w and auw’.
(Here u+v and au mean the sequences (p+ U+q+ V} and {ap+aU}
respectively.)
By virtue of Lemma 2, we can define linear operations in M= M’/p.
(Hereafter we shall denote by the equivalence class that include
u e M’.) For
e M and a scalar a4:0, there exist w and w’ in M’
and
such that u+vw and auw’ by Lemma 2, we define

,

Let

=+
be a mapping of E into M such that r(p)=, where u is a

p-canonical undamental sequence.
Lemma 3. The mapping r" E-r(E) is linear and one-to-one.
*)
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e M\r(E) implies O(u)=(3=0 (p,+ U,)= where u=

+ U,}.

Let/--E (r(E)) have the linearity induced rom

Let us denote with (p + U) the union o p + U (c E) with the subset of Mr(E)consisting of the classes such that u starts with the
first term p + U.
Lemma 4. If U(O,n) V(O, m) and n m, hen (U(O, n))
(V(O, m)) and for any U, V e (0), (U) (V) implies U V.
We now define a family of pre-neighborhoods in as follows"
If $=p e E, we define ,($)={p+(U) " U e (0)},
Let e
and if e E, we define ,($) as the set of #+(U) ", such that an element u of $ starts with the first term r+ U with U e (0). Let

,

.

()

n ,n()"

,,

()
Then, if # peE ,(0)={(U)
"" Ue () (0,, and if SeE,
()
,(0) is the set of (U) such that an element u of $ starts with the
first term r + U with U e r(0).
Lemma 5. If U(O, n)c U2(O, n2) and n2 + 2 <n, then for any point
p e E such that U e y)(O), we have (p+ U) cp+(U) and p+(U)
(p + U).
From these lemmas, we obtain
Proposition 1. The above system of pre-neighborhoods has the
properties (1)-(4), (I)-(III) in I, 2; therefore (E,,,, is
ranked linear space.
as the set of intersections of elements
Proposition 2. Define
as
set
and
the
with
E,
of
of intersections of elements of ,n
E,n
()
Then (E
becomes a ranked linear subspace
with E
(,
) which is equivalent with (E,
) and is dense in

,
,,

,,

’

’,

,,

We now introduce the ollowing definition in order to acilitate
the ormulation of the next lemm.
Definition. Let p+ U be a pre-neighborhood 0f point

, ,,

m()
ranked linear space (E
The point p will be clled the
center of this pre-neighborhood. I all the centers o terms
() are in E,
2undamental sequence
in (
is called Ecentered.
Lemma 6. For any canonical fundamental sequence in there
exists an E-centered canonical fundamental sequence in
such that

. ,, ,

,

By this lemm, we cn prove

(,
is complete.
Thus we have established
For any separated ranked linear space (E,
Theorem
Poposition

.

,,

),

,,
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,n

()
we can construct a completion (/,
O/ (E,
Yn)"
6, Uniqueness. In this section we shall give a condition for
to be separated, and show that the separated completion
the space
of E, ff it exists, is unique up to isomorphism.
()
Under the following condition (S), (
Proposition 4
is separated.
(S) Let u= {p+ U(0, n)} and v {q+ V(0, m)} be canonical
undamental sequences in E. If upv and W(0, l) ((P0- q0) + U0) U V0,
/+2min(n0, m0), then there exists a W’(0, min(n0, m0)-2) such that
W W’ ((Po- qo) + Uo) Vo.
()
()
Proposition 5 If (f
--,n and (
,n] are separated
(’)
completions of (E
then and are isomorphic
This ollows from the ollowing
(q)
Lemma 7. Let (E,
(’), and (F,
V,n be ranked linear
spaces and suppose that E is a ranked linear subspace of F. Then
for any canonical fundamental sequence u: {p+ U} in E, there is a
canonical fundamental sequence v:(q+V} in F such that v[Eu.
Furthermore we can take this v so that the sequence (q} is a subsequence of the sequence {p). (Here v[E means the decreasing
sequence ((q + V) E} in E.)
Example. Consider again the example in I, 2 and let (,
) be completions o E, E respectively
) (k 1, 2,
En]
be a mapping defined by
obtained in 5. Let or each k, r"
()
u()e
a
canonical undamental
() (u is also
r(())=() where
Then the ranked union space
sequence in E) or every ()e
r() of the sequence o ranked linear spaces {(r(), r(,),
r(,))) becomes a ranked linear space and it is equivalent to
Especially in case E is strict union (cf. [6]), it holds that r() and
are isomorphic, hence is equivalent to
7. Remark on the completion of ranked spaces. We remark
that the condition (S) in 6 is equivalent to:
(S’) Let u= {U(p, n)} and v {V(q, m)} be canonical undamental sequences in (E,
,n.() I UpV and W(po, l) Uo Vo,
a W’(po, min(n0, m0)- 2) such that
then
exsits
there
m0),
2
rain(n0,
+

,

,n,

,n,

,,

,,

,

,,

.

=z

=z

.
.

,,

W W’ U0 V0.

Notice that this condition (S’) is stated without using linearity of
(E, ,() so that it has a meaning or any ranked spaces o indicator w0.
It was shown in Okano [8] that ranked spaces satisfying certain
conditions can be completed. We mention that we can complete ranked
(not necessarily linear) spaces of indicator w0 satisfying the ollowing
conditions (1)-(4) below (these can be applied to the case o separated
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ranked linear spaces in I, 2) and (S’) by our constructive method as
in 5 to ranked spaces satisfying (1)-(4). We can also show that the
completion satisfying (1)-(4) is unique up to isomorphism.
Let (E, ) be a ranked space of indicator w0.
(1) If Uo(Po, no) U(po, n) U(p, n) U(p, n) q and n0n
nn, then there is a W(q, n-l) such that Uo WU.
(2) For V(q, m) and V(q, m) such that m, ml, there is a
U(q, min(m,m)--l) satisfying UVV. Further
U(p,n)
U(p, n) V(q, m)J V(q, m), n n, n+ k min(m, m)(k= 1, 2,. ),
then there exist W(q, min(m, m)- k + i) (i=0, 1,
k- 1) such that

U W0 W

.

.,

W_ V V.

(3) I U(p, n) V(p, m) and n k m, then there is a W(p, k) such
that U

W V.

(4) For every p in E and every p-undmental sequence u
"{U(p, n)}, it holds O(u)==o U(p, n)= {p}. (Namely E is separated.)
The system o pre-neighborhoods o/ is given as 2ollows
Let e/. I =p e E, we define ()= {(U(p, 3n)) U e n(P)},
and if$ e E, we define ($) as the set o (U(q, 3n)) ^, such that n
element u oi $ starts with the first term U(q, 3n)wih U e (q)and
the rank o second term is greater than 3n / 3.
We should finally like to remark that our method o construction
o E is essentially the same under the condition (S’) as that used in [8].
In act, or any pre-neighbo’rhoods o ) in/, /)(, n)=(U(q, 3n)) and
and n m, we have u and v o $
(, m)=(V(r, 3m)) such that
such that u and v start with the first term U(q, 3n) and V(r, 3m)respectively and the rank n of second term U(q, n) o2 u is greater
than 3n / 3. So by (S’) there exists W(q, min(n-1, 3m)-2) such that
U W U J V. Hence U($, n)--(U(q, 3n)) (W(q, min(n-1, 3m)- 2))
(V(r, 3m)) ($, m), this is just the condition (2) in [8].

